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We review how neurons in the principal pathway connecting the retina to the visual cortex represent information about the chromatic and spatial characteristics of the retinal image. Our examination focuses particularly
on individual neurons: what are their visual properties, how might these properties arise, what do these properties tell us about visual signal transformations, and how might these properties be expressed in perception?
Our discussion is inclined toward studies on old-world monkeys and where possible emphasizes quantitative
work that has led to or illuminates models of visual signal processing. © 2005 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 330.1720, 330.1800, 330.4060, 330.5380, 330.6110, 330.7310.

1. INTRODUCTION
This issue of the Journal of the Optical Society of America
A honors the contributions to visual science of Russell De
Valois (1926–2003), and this paper reviews our current
knowledge in the arena with which Russ was most involved, the neural coding of color and form in the geniculostriate pathways of the primate visual system. Our goal
is not to focus on Russ’s work alone, though we will of
course consider many of his contributions, but instead to
place his work in the broader context of what we do and
do not now know about the neural foundations of visual
perception. Our review is not exhaustive. It concentrates
on the function and organization of the primate geniculostriate visual pathway and emphasizes two themes that
were of particular interest to Russ: quantitative approaches to the study of neuronal function (with emphasis
on the activity of individual neurons) and the relation of
neuronal function to perception.
When Russ began his neurophysiological studies of primate vision in the 1950s, little of consequence was known
about the central neural representation of the information in the visual image. The most important technique
for studying this representation—single-cell recording in
the central nervous system—was in its infancy, and Russ
embraced it and became one of its pioneers. Trained as a
psychologist, Russ drew his inspiration directly from visual psychophysics. In this respect he was out of the
mainstream of the American tradition of visual neurophysiology, which tended to view psychophysical studies
with a curious combination of skepticism and disdain
(see, for example, Hubel1). The theme of linking physiology and psychophysics, however, had a powerful impact in
other senses (for example, Mountcastle2 and Kiang3) and
formed a key element of the British tradition in visual science (e.g., Brindley4).
In a research career spanning half a century, Russ
made enduring contributions in two distinct areas of neurophysiology: color vision and spatial vision. Two quite
different histories shape these fields and Russ’s engagement with them. By the 1950s psychophysics had con1084-7529/05/102013-21/$15.00

structed a powerful framework for steering physiological
investigations (see, for example, Brindley5), most sharply
at the level of fundamental photoreceptor mechanisms
(which in primates were to remain largely inaccessible
until the 1980s) but also at the level of postreceptoral
mechanisms, on which Russ concentrated during the first
years of his career. In spatial vision, and particularly the
representation of form, psychophysics in the 1950s offered
far less guidance. Mechanistic accounts of spatial vision
were few and inadequate, and it took the demonstration
of form-selective responses in visual neurons by Hubel
and Wiesel6–8 to inspire psychologists to develop mechanistic theories of pattern vision. It was only in the 1960s
that the concept of parallel visual spatial channels pioneered by Robson and Campbell (see Graham9) began to
gain wide acceptance and not until the 1970s that neurophysiological work, much by Russ and his colleagues,
could be founded on a quantitatively-defined and
psychophysically-based theory of spatial vision.
The scope of our review is confined to the pathway from
retina through lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) to striate
cortex. In primates this is the route by which almost all
visual information reaches the cerebral cortex. Other
pathways convey signals to cortex without involving the
LGN (for example, the superior colliculus10) or project
from LGN to extrastriate cortex,11–14 but these are numerically insignificant and in most cases probably incapable of activating cortex in the absence of the geniculostriate pathway.15–18 Although a great deal is now known
about extrastriate visual pathways, it is dwarfed by what
we know about striate cortex, where the behavior of neurons amply illustrates many fundamental principles of visual coding. Striate cortex is also, not coincidentally, the
part of the visual system on which Russ spent the most
substantial part of his career.
Respecting both the chronology of the fields and the
chronology and scope of Russ’s contributions, we deal first
with the question of how color is coded and represented
up to striate cortex, then with form. Because we are ultimately interested in human vision, we confine our discus© 2005 Optical Society of America
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sion as much as possible to work in primates. This is especially so for color vision, where only the monkey
provides an adequate model. But when we come to consider the details of cortical circuits, especially measured
intracellularly, much data will be from cat, since there are
few intracellular data available from primates.

2. COLOR CODING
Color vision has an undeserved reputation—both for being well understood and for being difficult to understand.
The fundamentals of trichromacy and their expression in
color matching have been understood since the nineteenth century and have been progressively exploited in
color rendering since.19 Very important advances were
made before we knew anything about the physiological
machinery of color vision, and the fundamental mechanisms have historically been characterized in abstract
(though mathematically tractable) forms that are hard to
connect with real visual machinery.20 When Russ began
his work there was universal agreement that color vision
depended on three fundamental mechanisms, but we had
little idea of their spectral sensitivities, and it was unclear whether they existed as three classes of cone
photoreceptors.5 Moreover, the existence of coloropponent mechanisms was still uncertain.21 The characterization of color-opponent neurons in the monkey’s
LGN22–24 altered the landscape profoundly, not just by establishing the nature of a post receptoral stage of analysis
but also by making physiology relevant to a domain that
had been the exemplary testimonial to the power of psychophysics. In the years since then, physiological work
has become increasingly important, partly because it provides a vehicle for testing ideas about mechanism suggested by psychophysics, but more because it reveals the
workings of machinery that is often inaccessible to
psychophysics.
Some of the questions that preoccupied color scientists
in the late 1950s are now substantially answered; others
remain and have been joined by new ones. In what follows
we review the substantial progress that has been made in
understanding the physiology of color vision, highlighting
particularly the organization that would have been concealed from psychophysical exploration.
A. Cone Signals and Spectral Sensitivity
In 1960 we knew neither the embodiment of the three
fundamental mechanisms of color vision nor their spectral sensitivities. It was considered likely that the three
fundamental mechanisms were photopigments, but it was
unclear whether these were uniquely associated with distinct classes of photoreceptors.5 Even ten years later
Brindley4 was unconvinced that physiological work would
be illuminating: “The observed properties of single cells
do not yet help us distinguish between … forms of the
three-channel hypothesis … If more fully investigated
they might so help, but I suspect that such an investigation would be very laborious and only slightly rewarding.”
Work on photoreceptors has in fact been spectacularly rewarding. Microspectrophotometry on primate cones established firmly that there were three types containing
three different pigments (e.g., Ref. 25), and recordings of
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the light-evoked responses in individual cones not only
demonstrated their univariance but also characterized
their spectral sensitivities with remarkable precision,26
leading to a satisfying agreement with estimates arrived
at from psychophysics.27 We have also attained, in a surprisingly short time, a substantial understanding of the
variation among cone photopigments and its genetic
control.28
Physiological work has also substantially answered another long-standing question about the organization of
the early stages of color vision: Where is the site of the
light adaptation that psychophysical work29 has shown
occurs substantially independently in the three fundamental mechanisms? We now know that relatively little of
this occurs in the cones themselves,30 but much of it
(though not all) is expressed in recordings from horizontal
cells, implicating the synaptic connections that cones
make with horizontal cells.31
B. Second-Stage Mechanisms in Retina and LGN
Early physiological work on opponent mechanisms22–24 focused on the LGN, which is in many respects easier to
record from than retina, though it was soon clear32 that
the properties of neurons in LGN simply mirrored those
of retinal ganglion cells. (The properties of ganglion cells
in turn probably reflect those already present in midget
bipolar cells, making bipolar cells the likely site of origin
of color opponency.33) This work established the existence
of two broad classes of color-opponent neurons, tuned to
red–green and blue–yellow variations, respectively, and a
third class of neuron that had spectrally broadband tuning, corresponding approximately to the luminosity function, V!. It offered powerful confirmation of an idea that
had been hard to establish psychophysically,21 and it
revealed23 some striking parallels between the behavior
of neurons and the behavior of psychophysical observers.
Although color-opponent neurons fell into two dominant
clusters that had distinctively different chromatic signatures, these were not sharply segregated in the early
work. The later introduction of methods that characterized the responses to small signals—modulations of the
visual stimulus about a constant mean luminance and
chromaticity34—coupled with our modern knowledge of
the cone fundamentals27 made it easy to demonstrate
that the chromatically opponent neurons fell into discrete
groups, one that receives inputs from only L and M cones
and another that receives strong inputs from S cones.34
Until recently, both types of chromatically opponent neurons were associated with the pathway that originates in
midget ganglion cells and projects to cortex through the
parvocellular (P) layers of the LGN; the broadband neurons were associated with the pathway that originates in
parasol ganglion cells and projects to cortex via the magnocellular (M) layers of the LGN. It is now clear that neurons that receive strong inputs from S cones are not P
cells but are neurochemically35 and anatomically36 distinct and form pathways that project distinctively to
LGN37 and cortex.38
The spectral characteristics of the three postreceptoral
mechanisms are close to what would be required for an
optimally efficient representation of the chromatic statistics of natural scenes.39–41 The apparently neat alignment
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of these mechanisms with three postulated on psychophysical grounds belies a physiological organization that
is surprisingly complex and largely invisible to psychophysics because much of it involves linear mechanisms.
1. Achromatic Pathway
One puzzle is the substrate of the “achromatic” visual
channel that is responsible for high spatial resolution.
This is presumed to have the V! spectral sensitivity and
therefore driven by inputs from L and M cones only. Although individual M cells can resolve spatial position
with high precision,42 the low density with which the mosaic of them samples the image (perhaps one ninth the
density of the P cells43) makes it unlikely that they constitute the mechanism for resolving spatial detail. Sampling aside, the broadband spectral sensitivity of the M
pathway has implicated it as the substrate of V!.44 There
is a variety of reasons to suppose that this is unlikely,45
and doubts are reinforced by the recent observation that
M cells often receive signals from S cones.46,47 The more
likely substrate of V! is the P pathway, which we know
receives inputs from only L and M cones. Receptive fields
of P cells have a center–surround organization, with different spectral sensitivities in center and surround. As a
result, a neuron’s chromatic signature depends on the
spatial configuration of the visual stimulus used to drive
it: When excited by stimuli containing high spatial frequencies, P cells respond well to achromatic patterns, but
when excited by stimuli containing low spatial frequencies they respond best to chromatic patterns.48 Information about spatial detail is thus encoded jointly with information about the red–green dimension of color
variation. The signal conveyed by any individual neuron
is ambiguous but can be disambiguated by analyzing the
signals from several,49,50 because P cells behave linearly
and occur in four variant forms whose receptive fields
have complementary distributions and signs of L- and
M-cone inputs to center and surround.
2. S-cone Pathways
Like P cells, neurons that receive strong S-cone input exist in complementary forms, with S cones providing either
excitatory or inhibitory drive. However, these are plainly
not symmetrical. “Blue-on” !S + " cells, which are relatively frequently encountered, occur in at least two morphologically distinct forms36,51; “blue-off” !S − " cells,
which are seldom encountered, have been identified with
at least one other morphological type.36,52 The on and off
types also differ in their sensitivities and chromatic signatures: Blue-on cells are sensitive and receive S-cone
signals opposed to inputs from L + M cones; blue-off cells
are appreciably less sensitive, and many receive S + M
cone inputs opposed to inputs from L cones.47 Finally, the
on and off types project to different layers in V1.38 The
chromatic signature of the blue-on type matches that inferred from some (e.g., Krauskopf et al.53) but not most
(e.g., Refs. 21,54,55) psychophysical work; the chromatic
signature of the blue-off type is unlike that generally inferred from psychophysical work, though it was anticipated by De Valois and De Valois.50
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3. Receptive Field Organization in P Cells
Another complexity has been thrown into relief by the increasingly detailed information now becoming available
about the numbers and arrangement of the cones of different types. S cones are detectable histochemically, and
their number (about 8% of all cones) and arrangement in
the retina (absent from the central fovea and random or
nearly so elsewhere) have been known for some time.56
No similar methods have yet distinguished L and M
cones, although long-established psychophysical evidence,
more recently corroborated by genetic analyses, points to
an L:M cone ratio of near 2:1 on average. Recent work
based on very-high-resolution imaging of the mosaic of
cones in the living human eye57 has shown that not only
is the arrangement of L and M cones irregular (apparently random) but also that the ratio of L:M cones varies
by at least a factor of 4 among individuals, without effect
on their color vision.58 These findings raise interesting
questions about the organization of postreceptoral mechanisms: in a random or nearly random mosaic, clusters of
cones of a single type will be common, and in a mosaic in
which one cone type predominates there will be substantial regions in which no cones of the other type are
present. This makes it hard to construct small receptive
fields in which both the spatial and the chromatic properties are controlled: fine control of spatial sampling requires the cell to weight cone inputs by their positions in
the receptive field; fine control of chromatic sampling requires the cell to weight cone inputs by their types. Control of one property is purchased at the expense of the
other (Fig. 1). This problem—compounded by the general
imbalance in the numbers of L and M cones—might be
circumvented by constructing two pathways, one specialized for spatial sampling and indifferent to cone type, the
other specialized for chromatic sampling and indifferent
to cone position. Rodieck59 (see also Calkins and
Sterling60) suggested that only a subset of P cells might
be relevant to color vision. Wiesel and Hubel24 had distinguished two kinds of receptive field among parvocellular
neurons: In type I, color-opponent mechanisms were segregated in center and surround; in type II, they overlapped fully. Rodieck suggested that color vision depended
on type II cells, but there is no evidence that they constitute a distinct group among L–M opponent neurons (Wiesel and Hubel’s type II cells were overwhelmingly those
receiving strong S-cone input, which we now know are not
P cells).
A good deal of evidence suggests that the organization
of the P pathway favors spatial vision over color vision.
First, the number of P cells far exceeds what would be required to support the modest spatiotemporal requirements of color vision. Second, the L- and M-cone types, reliably distinct only in old-world primates, are probably a
recent evolutionary development,61 so color opponency is
likely to have been layered on top of the machinery of spatial vision. It is clear that color opponency can arise without distinguishing L and M cones. In and near the fovea a
P cell’s receptive field receives its dominant center input
from a single cone, so if the surround draws indiscriminately on both cone types the receptive field will be color
opponent. Lack of cone specificity in the surround need
have little effect on the strength of opponency.62 As recep-
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terized receptive fields with binary modulation of pixels
in a two-dimensional array. For P cells, maps made with
L- and M-isolating stimuli were almost mirror images—
surprising for a receptive field with center–surround organization. The cone specificity of the surround is also
surprising, in view of evidence that its precursor is driven
by both L and M cones: The principal drive to a P cell is
the midget bipolar cell, whose receptive field has a surround formed by the H1 horizontal cell, which receives
mixed L- and M-cone input67 in proportions that locally
match those found in ganglion cells.64 Moreover, measurements of the spatial frequency tuning of P cells made with
cone-isolating gratings68 show that sensitivity to coneisolating stimuli falls at low spatial frequencies in many
neurons (notably those in which the center of the receptive field is dominated by L cones), implying that the
same cone type exists in both center and surround. A firm
answer to the question of whether P cells draw selectively
on L and M cones might be obtained by exploiting the irregularity in their mosaics: in near periphery, where just
a few cones drive the center of the receptive field, the particulars of their positions should make a cell orientation
selective for gratings of near-optimal spatial frequency.
The preferred orientation should vary with stimulus chromaticity if the center receives inputs from more than one
kind of cone (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Hypothetical receptive fields of P cells, illustrating the
potential consequences of drawing indiscriminately or selectively
on inputs from different classes of cones. (a) Receptive fields near
the fovea, where the center input arises predominantly from a
single cone. Without selection of cone inputs to the surround
(left) the spatial frequency selectivity of the neuron will be band
pass when measured with achromatic stimuli or stimuli that isolate the center cone type (in this case L) but low pass when measured with stimuli that isolate the other type (M). With selection
of cone inputs to the surround (right), spatial frequency tuning
will be low pass when measured with a cone-isolating grating of
either type. (b) Receptive field in near periphery (ca. 10°), where
the center receives input from a small number of cones. With or
without selection of cone type (left), orientation selectivity measured with a grating of preferred spatial frequency will vary with
the cone type that is isolated. With selection of cone type in the
center (right), orientation selectivity will be independent of grating chromaticity. (Courtesy of S. Solomon.)

tive fields become more eccentric, with larger centers that
draw on more cones, one would expect the color-opponent
organization to become more variable and weaker on average but certainly not to disappear, given the occurrence
of clusters of cones of a single type.57,63 This is what
happens,64,65 but to tell whether it occurs by chance or by
design will require a quantitative model of the consequences of clustering.
In central retina, where receptive fields are small, it
has been especially hard to establish how L and M cones
are distributed within them. Reid and Shapley66 charac-

C. Cortical Color Coding
Because so much psychophysical work on color vision has
been focused on mechanisms that sit early in the visual
pathway—the nature and spectral sensitivities of the
three receptors and the character of opponent processes—
and because only linear transformations are needed to
convert the signals presented by ganglion cells (and LGN
neurons as their surrogates) into a form compatible with
psychophysics, one might suppose that cortex adds only
modest refinements to the earlier analysis. This is clearly
not the case.
1. Chromatic Preferences of Cells
Hubel and Wiesel,8 and many others since, found that V1
contains few neurons that are obviously color opponent.
This is surprising in view of the preponderance of such
cells in LGN. Most simple and complex cells have spatially well-tuned receptive fields and respond best to achromatic patterns. The cells most sensitive to chromatic
modulation (perhaps 10% of those encountered) generally
respond poorly to achromatic stimulation, lack orientation selectivity, and have low-pass spatial frequency tuning, implying that the chromatically opponent mechanisms are coextensive.8,69,70 These appear equipped to
provide a signal about chromaticity that is indifferent to
the spatial properties of the visual stimulus and thus a
substrate for the chromatic mechanisms inferred from
psychophysics. The trouble is that the neurons do not fall
neatly into two (“red–green” and “blue–yellow”)
clusters.69,71
An influential modern psychophysical account53 of the
“cardinal” chromatic mechanisms (one most sensitive to
pure L–M cone modulation; the other most sensitive to
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pure S-cone modulation) exposed them through adaptation to chromatic modulation, to which P cells in LGN are
not susceptible. These mechanisms evidently must lie in
cortex, where many neurons adapt, yet the chromatic
preferences of cells studied in V1 favor the cardinal directions less well than they do in LGN.69,71–73 Lennie et al.69
thought that the canonical mechanisms might emerge in
extrastriate cortex, but subsequent work74–76 found no indication of this. Moreover, recent work using MR
imaging77 makes clear that chromatically selective adaptation occurs somewhere in V1. The enigma is perhaps resolved by the discovery78 that adaptation to chromatic
modulation deforms tuning curves to expose in almost all
V1 neurons two underlying mechanisms tuned to the cardinal directions. These otherwise hidden red–green and
blue–yellow mechanisms might lie at the geniculocortical
synapse or in the input layers of cortex, among neurons
that are seldom caught with an electrode. Such an early
locus, close to LGN inputs, probably explains why strong
chromatic responses are prominent in work using evoked
potentials79 and MR imaging80 despite the paucity of
color-preferring cells. Because the red–green and blue–
yellow mechanisms are susceptible to adaptation and are
therefore readily accessible to psychophysical investigation, they enjoy a prominence that almost certainly exceeds their overall importance in representing color information. To the extent that physiological work captures
representative samples of neurons, it is clear that red–
green and blue–yellow mechanisms are most sharply articulated at the input to cortex and thereafter become increasingly obscured. This diffusion of the machinery of
color vision is not easily captured in psychophysical work,
although some clearly points to the existence of adaptable
mechanisms at a level beyond the red–green and blue–
yellow ones.81,82
The dispersion of chromatic preferences in cortex requires no more than linear combination of signals from
underlying red–green and blue–yellow mechanisms. Signal combination might well be linear, but important nonlinearities are evident in the responses of cortical cells,
and these have interesting effects on chromatic
selectivity/tuning. We have already noted that contrast
adaptation can deform a neuron’s tuning curve. This occurs at multiple levels in V1, some early, in the underlying red–green and blue–yellow mechanisms, but some almost certainly at later stages after signals from these
have been combined (this is also true of spatial adaptation, as we later discuss under Subsection 3.B.3, Contrast
Adaptation). Other, fast-acting, nonlinearities alter tuning in interesting ways. In most neurons, an accelerating
output nonlinearity that probably reflects the interplay of
a threshold and noise (see Subsection 3.B.6, Threshold
Nonlinearity) selectively enhances responses to the most
effective stimuli, making chromatic selectivity contrast
dependent and often sharper than is found in LGN.71,83 A
second, pervasive, nonlinearity (see later discussion in
Subsection 3.B.5, Contrast Gain Control) also has substantial and sometimes complex effects on chromatic
tuning.47 One expression of it among neurons that respond to both achromatic and chromatic stimuli is that
responses to achromatic stimuli saturate sooner than do
responses to chromatic stimuli (notably those modulating
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S-cone input). The upshot is that chromatic opponency
(especially when it involves S cones) is more evident at
high contrast.
Relatively little work has been done on the dynamics of
chromatic tuning, although what there is points to relatively sluggish84 and nonlinear85 behavior of neurons that
receive substantial input from S cones.
2. Encoding the Spatial Structure of Color Signals
Most of the neurons in V1 that are unchallengeably important for color vision (those with nonoriented, spatially
low-pass receptive fields) are almost as unchallengeably
ill-equipped to convey information about the local spatial
structure of images. Although the limited spatial bandwidth of color vision86 does not warrant machinery that
samples spatiochromatic variations with the high density
needed to capture achromatic variations, we do need some
machinery to represent spatiochromatic contrast. There
is considerable uncertainty about what constitutes this.
Hubel and Wiesel8 first described neurons that responded
well to chromatic change in a small stimulus patch but
did not respond when the patch was enlarged. The commonest interpretation is that the neurons have “doubleopponent” receptive fields: a central region organized with
one form of opponency (e.g., L–M) enclosed by a surrounding region organized with the opposite form (M–L). An
elaborate receptive field organization like this is in fact
completely unnecessary to explain the basic observation
that enlarging a spot diminishes the chromatic response
(see later discussion in Subsection 3.B.9, Influence of Context on Responses to Form). Other work that has characterized receptive fields with gratings69,70,87,88 makes clear
that many orientation-selective neurons (particularly
simple cells) can be driven by isoluminant gratings, and a
lot of these show bandpass spatial selectivity. However,
even this behavior need not mean that a neuron is chromatically opponent: A nonopponent neuron will be excited
by isoluminant patterns when the ratio of L:M cones in its
receptive field departs from the ratio of their weights
(1:9:1) in the luminosity function, V!. The average ratio of
L to M cones estimated for monkey is 1:6:1.89
Theoretical analyses of optimal methods for representing the spatiochromatic structure of natural scenes41,90
have not yet provided consistent guidance on the potential significance of filters with the properties of doubleopponent receptive fields. In any event, a strongly coloropponent receptive field selective for orientation and
spatial frequency implies a carefully orchestrated complementary arrangement of inputs from cones of different
types. The random arrangement of cones in the mosaic
must make it hard to achieve the requisite control of both
the spatial and the chromatic properties of a receptive
field. The spatial arrangement of cone inputs to cortical
receptive fields has been little studied. Conway and
colleagues91,92 characterized a sample of red–green opponent cells and found most to have the complementary arrangement of cone inputs expected of true doubleopponent cells. This observation is surprising in view of
the overall rarity of bandpass spatial selectivity among
strongly opponent neurons, and it has been vigorously
challenged on methodological grounds by Johnson et al.93
They found70 that the complementary arrangement of
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cone inputs expected of a true double-opponent cell is in
fact very rare.
Analysis of the cone inputs to simple and complex cells
shows that many are weakly color opponent.69,88,93 A useful way to conceive of this is that the different classes of
cones are not identically distributed within the receptive
field. Weak opponency might be important for conveying
information about the spatiochromatic structure of images, but it might equally be an inconsequential side effect of the way in which cones of all types are tapped indiscriminately during the assembly of spatially-tuned
receptive fields (Fig. 2). A useful approach to resolving
this issue is to consider how reliably cells can convey spatiochromatic structure in images. In particular, is a neuron’s tuning for color stable to variations in other attributes of the stimulus (e.g., its orientation)? We should
expect stable chromatic tuning of neurons that have a role
in signaling color but not of neurons whose chromatic
properties are accidental. Neurons with weak opponency
do indeed seem to carry the least stable color signals.
Stimulus size has a substantial effect on the chromatic
tuning of weakly opponent neurons, less effect on the tuning of those that are nonopponent, and no effect on the
tuning of strongly opponent neurons.88 Stimulus contrast
has a substantial effect on the chromatic tuning of weakly
opponent neurons, less effect on the tuning of nonopponent ones, and no effect on the tuning of strongly opponent ones.47 In many weakly opponent cells the spatial
frequency tuning depends on the chromatic properties of
the stimulus.69,70,87 These unstable characteristics are
hard to reconcile with a role in color vision but are understandable as an epiphenomenon: Given the random arrangement of L and M cones in the retinal mosaic, a V1
cell that draws inputs from all available cones will often
have different proportions of L and M cones in the antagonistic parts of its receptive field, particularly if the receptive field is small. This will result in spatial-frequencydependent color opponency that is strongest at low spatial
frequencies, and most pronounced in the neurons with
small receptive fields. Weakly opponent neurons have
among the smallest receptive fields in V1.88

Fig. 2. How the random arrangement of L and M cones in the
retinal mosaic can give rise to color opponency in cortical receptive fields. (a) The mosaic of identified cones in foveal retina of
the macaque (from Ref. 63). (b) The spatial distribution of sensitivity within a notional simple cell receptive field tuned to
#4 c . deg−1. (c) A cartoon of the two principal subregions of the
receptive field superimposed as a window on the mosaic. Clustering of L and M cones results in the different subregions of the
receptive fields (assuming they draw on all available cones) receiving L- and M-cone inputs in different proportions.
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3. Influence of Spatial Context on Color Processing
It has been known for a long time that spatial as well as
temporal context can have a powerful influence on color
appearance. Among a range of sometimes dramatic effects
(e.g., Refs. 94,95), chromatic induction—the change in the
color of a patch brought about by enclosing it within a surrounding annulus of different color—has particularly interested physiologists because it might be simply explained by the behavior of neurons with double-opponent
receptive fields.96 Although the existence of such neurons
remains controversial (see above), abundant evidence
points to the powerful influence of spatial context on the
behavior of other kinds of neurons in cortex. Early work
on chromatic context focused on extrastriate cortex (e.g.,
Zeki97), but recent attention has been drawn to V1 and to
the influence of the region around a neuron’s classical receptive field (CRF) (the region within which stimulation
directly alters discharge). For most neurons the CRF is
embedded in a larger surrounding region where stimulation suppresses the response to concurrent stimulation of
the CRF (see Subsection 3.B.9, Influence of Context on
Responses to Form). Among neurons that responded well
to patches of uniform chromaticity, Wachtler et al.73 found
that stimulation of regions well outside the CRF could alter the chromatic signature of the CRF. Solomon et al.88
found something a bit different: although the color of the
stimulus falling on the surround influenced the strength
of suppression, it did not alter the chromatic signature of
the CRF. Moreover, among those neurons that were
strongly color opponent (those with nonoriented receptive
fields and low-pass spatial tuning), surround suppression
of any kind was rare; when it occurred it was weak and
generally insensitive to isoluminant stimuli. As Ts’o and
Gilbert98 point out, cells with surrounds like this can behave as though they have double-opponent receptive
fields (they do not).

3. SPATIAL CODING
A. Lateral Geniculate Nucleus
When driven by achromatic stimuli, the spatial receptive
fields of primate LGN cells (and of the retinal ganglion
cells that provide their input) for the most part resemble
the classic center–surround fields first described in cat by
Kuffler.99 These cells can usefully be characterized in the
spatial frequency domain, using the methods developed
by Enroth-Cugell and Robson.100 Because their receptive
fields are circularly symmetric, LGN cells are for all practical purposes indifferent to grating orientation, so it is
sufficient to consider their behavior in only one space or
spatial frequency dimension. When studied with achromatic gratings, most macaque LGN cells have spatial
tuning functions that are well described by the difference
of two Gaussians, which correspond to the center and surround mechanisms of the receptive field.101,102 Spatial frequency domain measurements can be used to estimate
the spatial structure of the center and surround, and this
analysis yields estimates of the sizes of these mechanisms
that are in reasonable correspondence with the anatomy
of their presumed retinal substrates.103 The spatial frequency tuning curves of LGN cells are all very broad and
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do not appear to correspond in any clear way with the orientation and spatial frequency selective mechanisms defined psychophysically (as we discuss below, cortical cells
form a much better match). All but a few M and P cells
show linear spatial summation by the criteria established
by Hochstein and Shapley104; the few nonlinear cells are
almost all M cells, but the suggestion that these might
form a separate class101 has not been borne out by subsequent work.102,105
In addition to their distinctive patterns of cone input
noted earlier, there are three salient differences between
M and P cells that are conveniently revealed with achromatic gratings. First, M cells are more sensitive to contrast, with a contrast gain that is about seven times
greater than that of P cells at low contrasts.101 At high
contrasts, the difference in contrast response between the
two types is attenuated because M-cell responses saturate
while P-cell responses do not.101 It is important to realize
that neither cell type possesses a true contrast
threshold—the contrast-response function for cells of all
types rises smoothly and regularly for all contrasts102,105;
there is no accelerating nonlinearity of the kind associated with cortical thresholds. Second, M cells respond better to high temporal frequencies than P cells, respond
more transiently to contrast steps, and have somewhat
shorter integration times and visual latencies.105–108 Finally, M cells show evidence for a nonlinear contrast gain
control mechanism like that characterized in cat retina by
Shapley and Victor.109,110 This gain control enhances responses to rapid stimulus fluctuations at high contrasts
and is probably responsible for the contrast-response
saturation and transient temporal response of M cells.
The spatiotemporal properties of the third (probably
heterogeneous) cell group—the so-called K (koniocellular)
cells—have been less well characterized than those of P
and M cells,111 although as we have discussed, some have
distinctive chromatic properties. K cells are most prevalent at interlaminar boundaries but also occur within the
main layers of the macaque LGN, so studies of M and P
cells probably include some. Some might elude electrodes,
but others probably have properties much like those of
their neighboring P and M cells, since there is little sign
that neurons recorded near interlaminar borders differ in
spatiotemporal organization from those recorded in the
core of the laminae.105,112 This is also consistent with the
spatiotemporal properties of K cells studied in primate
species where the cells are more favorably located for
electrophysiology.113
Virtually all the output from LGN is delivered to striate cortex, principally to layer 4c, which is divided into
sublayers 4c" and 4c# that receive input from the M and
P layers, respectively.114 Cells in layer 4c are quite small
and extraordinarily densely packed115 and so are difficult
to isolate with microelectrodes and are therefore underrepresented in most cortical recordings. Many seem to
have properties similar to those of LGN afferents, including limited binocular interaction, lack of orientation selectivity, and the distinctive response signatures of separate
M- and P-cell inputs in the " and # sublayers.8,116 Many
studies and models of cortex discount these cells, in effect
pretending that they are just cortical replicas of LGN inputs. There are indications that they have interesting
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physiological properties (see the earlier discussion of
chromatic tuning in cortical neurons), but we do not discuss them further here.
B. Cortex
In 1968, Hubel and Wiesel8 provided the first comprehensive description of the visual responses of cells in monkey
V1. As noted earlier, they found few cells that responded
vigorously or exclusively to purely chromatic stimuli: The
striate cortex devotes the bulk of its resources to representing the achromatic spatial structure of images—an
allocation that is reflected in the much greater spatiotemporal bandwidth of achromatic vision.
The three distinctive features of most cortical cells that
differentiate them from cells in the LGN are binocular
combination, orientation selectivity, and directional
movement selectivity.8 It is the latter two of these properties that will concern us here, along with the related property of selectivity for stimulus size or spatial
frequency.117,118 As proposed by Hubel and Wiesel, selectivity for orientation, size or spatial frequency, and direction seem to be established primarily through suitable
convergent connections from LGN inputs to cells in the
input layers of V1. The most direct evidence comes from
experiments in cat,119 but there is no reason to believe
that cats and primates differ importantly in this respect.
It has usually been supposed that this selectivity results
from carefully sculpted patterns of input, but it has recently been shown by Ringach120 (see also Soodak121) that
known features of retinal ganglion cell mosaics combined
with a haphazard pattern of feedforward connections can
create a surprisingly accurate replica of the first stage of
cortical stimulus selectivity; this idea is conceptually
similar to one we considered earlier, that the chromatic
properties of LGN cells can also arise from indiscriminate
wiring.
The simplicity of the feedforward model makes it attractive to apply linear-systems approaches to the analysis of the spatial and temporal properties of cortical cells;
the methods of frequency analysis are among the most appropriate and have gained many adherents (see Shapley
and Lennie122). An important stimulus to this approach
was the development of a rich body of psychophysical data
and theory on the existence of channels selective for orientation, spatial frequency, and direction (see De Valois
and De Valois123 and Graham9). The clear expectation
from this work was that individual cortical neurons would
have properties corresponding to those expected of the elemental constituents of these channels, and this expectation was largely fulfilled by the demonstration of quantitatively appropriate selectivities in monkey cortical
neurons,117,118 along with behavioral demonstrations of
the essential identity of monkey and human spatial visual performance.124,125
1. Space and Spatial Frequency Representations
The spatial receptive fields of cortical cells are conveniently thought of in four complementary dimensions—
the two usual dimensions of space and the two dimensions of spatial frequency. In polar coordinates, twodimensional spatial frequency is expressed as an
orientation and a spatial frequency component, allowing
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convenient comparisons with neuronal tuning properties
and the simple computation of predicted linear receptive
field profiles by Fourier analysis [Fig. 3(a)]. The essential
feature exposed by this representation is that visual cortical neurons are localized in both space and spatial frequency and that populations of cells therefore jointly represent information about where stimuli are and what
spatial structure they possess [Fig. 3(b)]. This joint representation of space and spatial frequency is equivalent to
neither a pure spatial representation (pixels) nor the pure
frequency representation (gratings) but retains some of
the desirable features of each. The formerly energetic debate about whether cells represent “features” or
“frequencies”126,127 is thus easily answered: both and neither.
The mere existence of this four-dimensional selectivity
in cortical cells does not tell us how the cortex represents
images—there are many possible families of tuning functions that could be used to represent images, and there is
no general agreement about which of these representations might be optimal, either for brains or for other image analysis machines. Families of neuronlike filters can
be derived from statistical analysis of natural
images,128–130 but, since the shapes of the filters depend
on the details of the analysis performed, this approach is
only suggestive and does not generate a specific encoding
model without additional (rather strong) assumptions.
The topographic representation of the visual field in
cortex is well known (see Schwartz et al.131 for an elegant
representation and formal account). As is evident from
Fig. 3(c), the two-dimensional spatial frequency tuning
curves of cortical cells also effectively tile spatial frequency space, jointly representing all orientations and
spatial frequencies. The specifics of the tiling tell how
space and frequency are represented by these cells. Spatial frequency and orientation selectivity are related—
when viewed in linear coordinates [Fig. 3(c)] the twodimensional tuning curves are mostly moderately
elongated along a radial axis, and extreme or amorphous
shapes (e.g., sausages, amoebas) are rare. Across cells,
orientation and spatial frequency bandwidths are roughly
proportional, with the orientation bandwidth being somewhat smaller than the spatial frequency bandwidth when
both are expressed in the linear frequency units used in
Fig. 3(c) (hence the radial elongation of these fields). This
corresponds to spatial receptive fields that are somewhat
elongated parallel to the preferred orientation, as noted
by Hubel and Wiesel [Fig. 3(b)]. For individual cells, tuning curves for orientation and spatial frequency are
roughly independent, so that the preferred orientation
does not depend much on the spatial frequency tested.132
To understand cortical encoding, it is also important to
know how neuronal bandwidths vary across frequency
space, in particular how they depend on preferred spatial
frequency. If all receptive fields were scaled replicas of one
another, then, as preferred spatial frequency increased,
the bandwidth of tuning would remain constant when expressed in ratio units (octave bandwidth for spatial frequency and orientation tuning width in degrees). If, on
the other hand, all receptive fields were the same size regardless of preferred spatial frequency, then the bandwidths would remain constant when expressed in fre-
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Fig. 3. How space and spatial frequency are jointly represented
by cortical receptive fields. (a) Two-dimensional spatial frequency
space, namely, the Fourier plane. Each point represents a grating
of a particular orientation and spatial frequency, as indicated by
the grating images placed on the appropriate locations of the
space to the left and above the origin; the blob at the origin is a
“grating” of zero spatial frequency. A tuning curve in orientation
and spatial frequency forms a more or less compact zone in this
space, as indicated by the contour map below and to the right of
the origin. The Fourier transform of this tuning curve, as indicated by the arrows, gives (b) the receptive field profile of the
matched linear neuron (shown in perspective and contour-map
views), which is clearly similar to that of many simple cortical
receptive fields. (c) The two-dimensional tuning curves of a population of cortical cells in macaque V1 are plotted in the Fourier
plane. They are dispersed in orientation and spatial frequency to
tile the space (from De Valois et al.118). Each tuning curve corresponds to an underlying spatial filter that can be computed by
the arithmetic cartooned in (a) and (b).
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quency units and would decrease in proportion to
preferred frequency when expressed in ratio units. The
truth lies in between these two extremes: Octave bandwidths decrease with preferred spatial frequency but not
in proportion to it.118 This behavior could reflect a continuous variation in bandwidth of a single population of
filters, which would mean that the cortex treated information from low- and high-spatial-frequency mechanisms
in a fundamentally different way. Alternatively, it could
reflect the existence of multiple cell populations—for example, a group of narrowly tuned units preferring all frequencies and a second group of broadly tuned units preferring only low frequencies.
There are a number of image transforms in the family
of “wavelet transforms” that are consistent with these
properties,133 but the available data do not crisply discriminate the many available alternatives. One striking
feature of cortical spatial representation that is not easily
captured by transform theories is the heterogeneity of
stimulus selectivities exhibited by cells in V1—some cells
are tuned for orientation and spatial frequency ranges as
narrow as 10° and a fraction of an octave, while others respond to all orientations and a very wide range of spatial
frequencies.117,118 This suggests that V1 may best be
thought of as containing multiple parallel representations
of the image, each specialized to highlight some particular kind of information. The diverse pattern of output
pathways from V1 to the extrastriate visual cortex134,135
is certainly consistent with this view, as is the idea of
multiple parallel processing streams within V1136 that we
consider below.
2. Representing Time and Motion
In the time domain, cortical response patterns differ distinctively from those in the LGN in that most cells have
quite limited temporal resolution. Most LGN cells respond to gratings drifting at temporal frequencies in excess of 50 Hz, whereas few cortical cells resolve frequencies more than half as high108,137 (this has always been
something of a puzzle to physiologists—in most domains,
cortical sensitivity is similar to our own, but at high drift
rates cells stubbornly refuse to respond to stimuli that are
easily seen). Some V1 cells have low-pass temporal characteristics and others are more bandpass, but there is
little evidence for multiple distinct temporal channels. An
exception might be the direction-selective cells, presumably with predominantly M-cell input from LGN, that
project to extrastriate area MT; these seem to have unusually good temporal resolution.138
Directional movement selectivity, which can be visualized as a correlated sensitivity to spatial and temporal
frequency, is a clear feature of a distinctive subpopulation
of cortical cells, many of which are likely to derive their
main inputs from the M cells of the LGN. The origins of
direction selectivity are conceptually similar to the origins of orientation selectivity. Adelson and Bergen139 offered the key insight that the detection of direction is
equivalent to the detection of orientation in space–time
and proposed a model of motion detection based on oriented linear space–time filters [Fig. 4(a)]. Subsequent
work in both cat140–142 and monkey143–145 has uncovered
the kind of linear spatiotemporal receptive field struc-

Fig. 4. Motion is orientation in space–time and is detected by
receptive fields that are oriented in space–time. (a) A schematic
diagram of a vertical bar in rightward motion (left), the volume it
traces out in space–time (middle), and a view from “above” of the
x – t plane within which one can imagine a tilted receptive field
that would be selective for direction of motion (right, from Adelson and Bergen139). (b) A three-dimensional space–time map of
the receptive field of a simple cell from cat V1, derived with a
reverse-correlation technique. At the top are four spatial receptive field maps computed by correlating each spike with a preceding random stimulus at four different indicated delays. The evolution of the receptive field with time is visualized by collapsing
the resulting three-dimensional volume onto the x – t plane indicated in perspective at the bottom right and brought upright at
the bottom left. The receptive field is oriented in space–time, and
the orientation predicts the neuron’s direction preference (courtesy of G. C. DeAngelis after Ref. 277).

tures proposed by Adelson and Bergen in directionallyselective cells [Fig. 4(b)]. Just as the analogous maps in
space predict orientation selectivity, these space–time
maps provide at least a qualitative prediction of the cells’
directional selectivity. As one would expect, cells that are
not direction selective do not have filters that are tilted in
space–time.
The creation of direction selectivity by linear filtering
gives rise to an ambiguity in motion signaling—V1 cells
are insensitive to the motion of stimulus components out-
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side their filter passband, which means that they cannot,
in general, signal the motion of complex patterns with
multiple components dispersed in orientation.138,146 The
problem arises when orientation information is limited,
which is sometimes referred to—not quite accurately—as
the “aperture problem,” because images viewed through
small apertures often contain only a small range of orientations. This problem is solved by areas downstream of V1
such as MT146; the recent observation that some V1 cells
can signal the motion of line endings147 does not solve the
problem because line endings contain all orientations, the
aperture problem does not exist, and V1’s linear directional filters therefore provide suitable motion signals.
In summary, as far as the initial establishment of cortical selectivity is concerned, it is productive to consider
cells as linear filters operating on the three-dimensional
pattern of spatiotemporal input; these filters correspond
at least broadly with the spatial channels inferred from
psychophysical experiments.9,123
3. Contrast Adaptation
An important link between the characteristics of the
spatially-selective channels established psychophysically
and the spatial selectivity of individual cortical neurons
has been provided by contrast adaptation—a phenomenon whereby prolonged viewing of a contrast pattern either by a person148 or a neuron149 often results in loss of
sensitivity or response from which recovery is slow.
Psychophysical work shows this loss of sensitivity to be
substantially selective for the same stimulus attributes as
cortical cells—orientation, spatial frequency, direction of
movement, etc.—and as a result adaptation is often proposed as a key point of entry to the behavioral exploration
of visual cortical machinery—the “psychophysicist’s microelectrode.” Physiological work has on the whole confirmed this inference but also has revealed some interesting complexities.
Contrast adaptation profoundly depresses response in
many cortical neurons in cat150,151 and monkey.152 Although it is now known that M cells in LGN adapt153 (reflecting changes that occur in retina154), that adaptation
is not substantially expressed in cortex under the conditions typically used to study neurons. Nevertheless, studies of adaptation have not established particularly tight
connections between the psychophysical channels and the
properties of individual cortical neurons. First, adaptation clearly occurs at multiple stages—perhaps at every
stage—of visual analysis, including pathways beyond
striate cortex,155 and the cascaded effect is expressed in
perception. Second, within V1, it is clear that different
neurons express adaptation differently. In some, sensitivity is proportionally depressed for all stimuli to which the
cells respond, but in others the sensitivity is depressed locally, and the neuron’s tuning on the relevant stimulus dimension is deformed, revealing drive from multiple
separately-adaptable mechanisms. We noted earlier that
this happens in chromatic mechanisms; it happens too in
the spatial domain.156,157 Third, there might be different
forms of adaptation, working on different time courses.
Although most work has characterized mechanisms that
appear to lose and recover sensitivity on a time scale of
seconds, some recent observations158–160 point to the exis-
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tence of a fast-acting form that also reveals multiple,
tuned mechanisms driving many cells.
The multiple expressions of contrast adaptation partly
reflect the action of multiple underlying mechanisms; two
have been examined experimentally and theoretically. Adaptation causes hyperpolarization of the neuron’s resting
membrane potential that raises its threshold for firing.161
This results from the activation of a particular kind of potassium channel and is nonsynaptic—it occurs even when
cells are activated by direct current injection.162 Adaptation can also result from synaptic depression, the progressive loss of efficacy of excitatory synapses as they exhaust
themselves during activity.163 Hyperpolarization induced
by adaptation causes an unselective loss of sensitivity to
all stimuli, whereas (homo)synaptic depression affects
only signals carried by the depressed input connections.
Given that adaptation can occur in at least two ways in a
given cell, and at each successive level in the cortical network, it is not surprising that a complex picture results.
This complexity is only faintly reflected back to the world
of psychophysics, where many different patterns of neuronal adaptation might produce indistinguishable perceptual effects.
4. Linear Analysis of Cortical Receptive Fields
Hubel and Wiesel divided V1 receptive fields into two
classes, on the basis of qualitative criteria that amount to
a test of linear spatial summation. Simple cells respond to
patterns that approximately match the separatelymeasured distributions of excitation and inhibition in
their receptive fields; complex cells do not. The natural inference that simple cells are approximately linear in spatial summation, while complex cells are nonlinear, was
demonstrated in cat by Movshon et al.164,165 and in monkey by De Valois et al.118 For simple cells, then, one expects the measured receptive field structure in space and
spatial frequency to match through Fourier analysis. This
was shown in the single dimension of spatial frequency by
Movshon et al. and De Valois et al., in two spatial dimensions in cat by Palmer and his colleagues,166,167 and in
space–time and spatiotemporal frequency by DeAngelis et
al.168 No similar demonstration exists for monkey, but
there is every reason to assume the same outcome would
be obtained. Another consequence of their linearity is that
simple cells are sensitive to spatial phase and respond to
drifting sinusoidal gratings with activity strongly synchronized to the passage of each grating bar across the receptive field.118,164
For complex cells as described by Hubel and Wiesel,
one would not expect to see agreement between receptive
field structure in space and spatial frequency, and this is
generally evident even from casual exploration—complex
cells often respond well to grating patterns in which several stimulus cycles fall within an apparently homogeneous region of the receptive field. For most complex cells,
the question is complicated by the nonlinear nature of local responses, which are roughly equal for pattern increments and decrements. Complex cells are also relatively
insensitive to spatial phase and respond to drifting gratings by elevating their firing rate without synchronization
to the passage of the individual bars. Despite these strong
signs of nonlinearity, it turns out that the most useful
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models of complex cell responses begin with sets of linear
filters, whose outputs are nonlinearly transformed and
combined (in cats165,169,170; in monkeys171,172). A key feature of these models is that the underlying linear filters—
not the later nonlinearities—determine the set of stimuli
to which the neuron will respond. So, for example, these
models predict that “second-order” stimuli defined by texture rather than luminance differences,173 to which linear
filters are blind, should not elicit responses from V1 complex cells. This is generally the case.174 This also means
that the four-dimensional space/spatial frequency representation of Fig. 4 remains useful even for complex cells—
the spatial receptive fields in this representation correpond to the underlying linear filters; each complex cell
combines several such filters.139,165,172 This is of course
merely a formal restatement of the hierarchical feedforward theory of cortical receptive field construction proposed by Hubel and Wiesel.7
All spiking neurons have one inescapable nonlinearity:
They fire action potentials only above a certain voltage
threshold and are silent otherwise. So even the simplest
simple cell model is not linear but is an “LN” or linear–
nonlinear model. Complex cell models based on linear filters are also LN models, and this formal similarity suggests that the two cell types might not be entirely
distinct; a number of recent theoretical studies have made
a similar suggestion.175,176 Quantitative measurements of
the degree to which each cell type’s firing is modulated in
synchrony with the bars of moving gratings show a
strongly bimodal distribution but one that is continuous;
cells with intermediate properties certainly exist.177 Recent analyses show that the bimodal distribution of modulation evident in spiking activity is not associated, at least
in cats, with a similar bimodality of the underlying voltage responses178; the bimodality in the spiking responses
arises because simple and complex cells differ in the relationship between voltage and spiking activity. The possibility that simple and complex cells have similar underlying computational architectures is an attractive
motivation for analyses that characterize all cortical cells
using the same framework.172
5. Contrast Gain Control
Linear-systems analyses of cortical cells, especially
simple cells, have proved to be very powerful. As we have
seen, they provide reasonably accurate accounts of orientation, spatial frequency, and direction selectivity and
also account well for V1 responses to such compound targets as checkerboards and plaids.146,179 It is also clear,
however, that linear models have a number of important
limitations and inaccuracies, and much effort in recent
years has gone into modifying and adapting these models
to improve their performance and to provide an account of
the way cortical receptive field properties emerge from
the action of known cortical circuits.
It turns out that three important failures of the linear
model can be understood in terms of a single mechanism.
The first of these is that cortical cell responses to increasing contrast are not linear—responses saturate at high
contrasts180; it is important to note that the saturation is
not simply an output nonlinearity because saturation occurs at a fixed stimulus contrast and not at a fixed re-
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sponse level for different stimuli; this means that, in general, cortical tuning curves remain invariant in shape at
different contrasts (in cat: Ref. 181; in monkey: Ref. 182).
The second is that cortical cells are often suppressed by
stimuli outside their orientation and spatial frequency
tuning passbands, even though those stimuli do not evoke
a response when presented alone.182–187 The third is that
the temporal characteristics of cortical response vary with
contrast–as contrast increases, responses become faster
and extend to higher temporal frequencies.182,188,189
These three effects can be explained by a divisive normalization mechanism (or contrast gain control) that adjusts
neuronal gain and dynamics in relation to the pooled activity of nearby neurons.186,190,191 The contrast gain control model is a remarkably successful “fix” for the three
main failures of the linear model, providing an accurate
quantitative description of all three nonlinear effects.182
What remains unclear is the mechanism (or mechanisms) by which gain control works. As originally conceived, the gain control model assumed that shunting inhibition would be driven by the collected activity of
nearby cortical cells. More recently, it has been suggested
that the properties of the gain control mechanism, at least
as it manifests itself in cross-orientation suppression, are
different from what one would expect of signals arising in
V1—in particular, suppression is evident from stimuli
drifting at rates higher than those that are usually effective in V1 cells.192,193 Some have suggested that the gain
control arises as the result of depression of the synapses
of LGN cells,193,194 while others implicate feedback signals originating in cortical areas outside V1.192 There are
also other models of cortical circuitry based on quite different architectures that seem capable of accounting for
the main observations on cortical gain control.195 And of
course it is quite possible that different aspects of gain
control result from different underlying machinery—
cross-orientation suppression, for example, might have a
different basis than contrast saturation. However, the descriptive success of the gain control model is independent
of the way it is implemented, and as such it provides a
conceptual and quantitative advance over the basic linear
model without obscuring any of its important virtues.
6. Threshold Nonlinearity
The contrast gain control model accounts for the saturation of cortical response at high contrast, but there is also
an important nonlinearity in response at low contrast, attributable to the neuronal threshold for spiking. Most cortical cells have low or zero maintained firing rates, which
means that, in the absence of stimulation, their mean
membrane potential must be more negative than their
spiking threshold. This means in turn that their responses to weak stimuli should, and do, have a relatively
distinct threshold above which responses rise roughly linearly with the strength of the input.164,196 In reality, a
true “sharp corner” is not usually observed, and this can
be understood in terms of the variability of the underlying
voltage response: As stimulus intensity increases, this
variability leads to a gradual increase in spiking activity
as noise excursions become increasingly likely to bring
the neuron to its firing threshold. This smoothes the
sharp corner and creates an accelerating nonlinear rela-
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tionship between the mean voltage response and the spiking response,197 creating a contrast response that is approximately
proportional
to
the
square
of
contrast.180,198–200
This accelerating nonlinearity has an important impact
on the selectivity of cortical cells, amplifying larger responses more than smaller ones and effectively increasing
the selectivity of spike responses compared with the underlying voltage response.197 This nonlinear enhancement of selectivity is evident in responses to a variety of
stimuli and probably accounts for much of the deviation
that is observed between the predictions of linear models
and the actual spike responses.201 As one would expect
from this idea, the voltage response of cortical cells often
adheres closely to the predictions of linear models, while
the spike responses are clearly more nonlinear.202–204
7. Intracortical Inhibition
Contrast gain control models predict that stimuli ineffective in driving cortical cells may still suppress their responses to other stimuli, by modifying their contrast gain.
But as we have seen, contrast gain control might not involve synaptic inhibition at all,194 and inhibitory circuits
are key elements of cortical function. About 20% of neurons in all layers of cortex are GABAergic local-circuit
neurons, and a similar fraction of cortical synaptic contacts are inhibitory.205,206 Blockers of GABA increase the
excitability of cortical cells, suggesting that cells are tonically suppressed under normal conditions. What then
might be the roles of cortical inhibition in determining response properties, and how does cortical inhibition act in
the context of linear and nonlinear models of cortex?
There is an essential role for synaptic inhibition in linear models of cortical circuits. LGN cells, like any cells,
rectify when their firing is suppressed to zero. A simple
feedforward additive combination of LGN inputs would
therefore not display the linear summation behavior evident in many cortical neurons; the rectification would create strong nonlinearities. Moreover, the nonlinearities
would be contrast dependent, since LGN cells rectify only
when their firing rates are modulated strongly enough to
suppress their relatively high maintained activity. In fact,
cortical cells that show roughly linear behavior do so at
all contrasts.207 The resolution of this problem is provided
by “push–pull” circuits in cortex.202,208–211 In its simplest
form, the push–pull idea holds that for each excitatory input from the LGN, there is a complementary inhibitory
input of opposite receptive field structure. The combination of the excitatory push and the inhibitory pull overcomes the rectification and restores linear behavior. Since
all direct connections from LGN to cortex appear to be excitatory, the creation of the push–pull requires synaptic
inhibition and has been successfully modeled in this way
by Troyer et al.195 among others.
Cortical inhibition also sharpens neuronal selectivity
for orientation (and, by extension, presumably for other
stimulus features) by suppressing responses to nonoptimal stimuli. This might be due to a general regulation of
cortical excitability as predicted by the contrast gain control model, or it could be due to selective inhibition configured to suppress the flanks of tuning curves. Distinguishing these two kinds of inhibition is not
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straightforward. For example, intracortical infusions of
GABA antagonists disrupt orientation selectivity,184 but
blocking GABA-mediated inhibition intracellularly does
not have the same effect212; this suggests that the main
effect of GABAergic input may be to regulate overall excitability and not to sculpt tuning curves. Evidence for
tuned inhibition comes from experiments showing that
cortical cells are often suppressed below their baseline
rates by stimuli of whose orientations and spatial frequencies are close to the preferred (for example, Refs.
185,213). Orientation selectivity in the period immediately following stimulus onset sometimes shows delayed
suppressive influences at nonpreferred stimulus orientations
that
create
“Mexican-hat”-shaped
tuning
curves,214,215 though the strength and prevalence of this
effect has been questioned.216 It turns out that “tuned” inhibitory effect is weak or absent when stimuli are confined to the central core of the receptive field,217 suggesting that this effect is primarily a contextual modulation
from the receptive field surround, where selective suppression is well documented (see below). In directionselective cells, there is clear evidence for selective “opponent” inhibition by the nonpreferred direction of motion,
but the inhibition in nondirectional cells is not obviously
tuned.172
So there may be three more-or-less distinct forms of intracortical inhibition: a linearizing push-pull, an untuned
regulation of gain or excitability, and a selective “sharpening” that specifically suppresses responses to nonoptimal stimuli.
8. Recurrent Cortical Amplification
In the classical scheme, orientation selectivity is determined by the spatial arrangement of feedforward inputs
to the receptive field, enhanced by an accelerating nonlinearity. An argument against this idea is that it does not
correspond well with known cortical anatomy: Even in the
layers receiving direct LGN input, the great majority of
excitatory synaptic contacts onto cortical cells are of intracortical origin.218 Anatomical analysis suggests that
recurrent excitatory connections function as a cortical
amplifier that enhances relatively weak signals arriving
from thalamus.175,219,220 Suitably configured, this circuit
could be coordinated with recurrent inhibition not only to
amplify but also to enhance the selectivity of a weaklytuned input from the LGN; this general idea forms the basis for a number of current models of visual cortex (e.g.,
Refs. 221–224). These generally postulate a weak and
weakly-selective pattern of LGN input, amplified by recurrent cortical excitation from cells of similar preference
and narrowed by recurrent inhibition from cells of differing preference. These models are certainly more realistically related to cortical circuits than the simpler feedforward models we have been considering and generally
account well for most of the available data. They are, for
example, consistent with evidence that the feedforward
inputs to cortical cells may form only a compact central
zone of the larger receptive field.119,225
The most challenging data for recurrent models of cortical selectivity are those of Ferster and his
colleagues,226,227 which attempt to isolate cortical cells
from their intracortical inputs, leaving them driven only
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by thalamic afferents. These are difficult experiments,
but within their limits of precision they show that the selectivity of feedforward inputs matches those of the cells’
responses measured under normal conditions; this finding
leaves no role for cortical circuits in sharpening tuning.
The data also reveal, however, that the feedforward input
is, as expected, quite weak, and there is evidence that
many simple cells may receive excitatory drive from complex cells.172 Thus the role of recurrent cortical amplification in enhancing the gain of cortical responses seems indisputable, but its contribution to establishing or
enhancing stimulus selectivity is less clear.
9. Influence of Context on Responses to Form
Earlier, we considered the influence of color context on
color signaling by cortical cells, but, until now, our discussion of form processing has considered only the influence
of stimuli that fall within the “classical” excitatory receptive field (CRF). In natural visual environments, stimuli
are rarely isolated, and the spatiotemporal pattern falling
on a particular receptive field is surrounded by other patterns that form a context. In recent years, much effort has
been devoted to studying the influence of stimuli placed
outside the CRF, to determine the influence of this context
on V1 responses.
In their early studies, Hubel and Wiesel8 noticed cells
whose responses were suppressed when simple stimuli
extended beyond the CRF. Originally they thought that
these were a distinct class of “hypercomplex” cells, but it
turned out that the property of end inhibition or “end
stopping” was distributed variably across cells of both
main types, with some examples of simple and complex
cells being fully end stopped (hypercomplex), others being
moderately suppressed, and others unaffected by contextual stimuli.228–232 It also became clear that the phenomenon of end inhibition was in fact an inhibitory influence
that could be detected throughout a roughly circular region surrounding the CRF on all sides and was not confined just to the end zones.230–241
The suppressive influence of the surround is selective—
the most effective suppression is usually produced by
stimuli whose orientation, spatial frequency, and direction of motion match the preferences of the
CRF231,232,236,240,241; other, higher-order differences between center and surround stimuli may also influence
surround suppression.242 There is also some evidence that
the suppression is strongest when the stimulus in the
CRF matches the stimulus in the surround, even if neither is optimal for the cell.237,240 The overall effect is that
V1 cells respond best when their preferred stimulus is
embedded in a nonpreferred context and are most suppressed when the preferred stimulus is surrounded by
other preferred stimuli. Under some conditions, responses
are not only not suppressed by mismatched surrounds but
may actually be enhanced.231,236,241 In other words, just
as the center–surround organization of retinal ganglion
cells enhances responses to spatial variations in
luminance,243 the analogous organization in cortical cells
enhances responses to spatial variations in form and motion. This system may do more than just enhance “form
contrast”: Schwartz and Simoncelli244 showed that the
properties of V1 surrounds are well suited to remove the
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influence of long-range spatial correlations present in
natural scenes and could therefore act to make V1’s population across extended stimuli more efficient.
The mechanism of cortical surround suppression is
complex and probably involves signals from several different sources. First, it might not be wholly distinct from the
gain control by divisive normalization that we described
within the receptive field. Divisive normalization models
seem to provide the best quantitative account of surround
suppression, just as they do for suppression within the
CRF,232,241 and it is therefore quite possible that some
surround suppression—especially close to the CRF—is
just a spatial extension of local suppressive mechanisms.
Second, more remote surround effects may engage a different circuit. Although some components of suppression
are fast,241 others are clearly slow, being delayed 20–80
ms after the onset of response to stimuli in the
CRF.236,242,245,246 Angelucci et al.246 and Cavanaugh et
al.232 showed that surround signals extend much further
from the CRF than signals would be expected to propagate through horizontal interconnections within V1, and
Bair et al.245 showed that surround signals do not usually
show the distance-dependent delay that would be expected from such horizontal propagation. Angelucci et
al.246 analyzed the feedforward and feedback connections
between V1 and nearby extrastriate areas and concluded
that the spatial extent of the surround was well matched
to the spatial distribution of feedback input from the
“near” extrastriate cortex, including such areas as V2, V3,
and MT. Finally, some cells in the LGN have suppressive
surrounds that attenuate responses to stimuli extending
beyond their receptive field borders247; this suppression
would of course be relayed forward to their V1 target
cells, but there is no reason to believe it is stimulus selective.

4. SEGREGATION OF FUNCTION
One of the most vexing questions about the organization
of striate cortex is the extent to which different attributes
of the image are analyzed independently. We noted earlier
the striking heterogeneity of tuning among cells—for example, the differences between those that respond well to
chromatic modulation versus those that do not and the
differences between those that are directionally selective
and those that are not. Physiological evidence alone provides no sharp guidance as to whether the heterogeneity
reflects multiple functional classes of neurons or simply
the dispersion of the stimulus preferences needed to tile a
multidimensional space with relatively narrowly tuned
filters. A popular view is that functionally specialized
groups of neurons are organized into coherent anatomical
units. More might therefore be learned by coupling physiology to anatomy, from which we can establish whether
neurons with particular visual characteristics are clustered.
The distinctive layered structure of striate cortex
has been exhaustively characterized (reviewed by
Colonnier248), as has the distribution of outputs and different types of inputs among the layers (reviewed in
Lund249 and Callaway250). A natural first step is to ask
whether the parallel systems represented by the M, P,
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and K pathways through the LGN remain segregated in
V1. These three pathways distribute their terminals in
different cortical layers: the M cells principally to layer
4c", P cells principally to layers 4c# and 4a, and K cells
principally to layers 4a and 3 (reviewed by Lund249). Recordings made in layer 4 show laminar variations in response pattern that are characteristic of the appropriate
LGN inputs,116 but outside these the known correlation of
layer with function is surprisingly slight. The most prominent association involves the M pathway from LGN to
layer 4c", and from there to layer 4b, where neurons have
high contrast sensitivity and are often directionally
selective251; many of these project to extrastriate area
MT.138 Yabuta et al.252 showed that only the spiny stellate
cells of layer 4b have selective M-pathway input; neighboring pyramidal cells (which likely project to areas V2
and V3) receive both M and P input from layer 4c.
There is now evidence38 that the inputs from blue-on
!S + " pathways from LGN terminate in layers 2 / 3 and upper 4a, while blue-off !S − " pathways terminate in layer
4a—both are some distance from the termination of the P
pathway in layer 4c#. But the special character of the
pathways conveying cone-opponent signals to cortex is
not expressed in any sharp stratification of the chromatic
preferences of neurons, with the possible exception of
their absence from layers 4c", and 4b.70,253
A functional approach was pioneered by Malpeli et
al.,254 who recorded from V1 while reversibly inactivating
individual LGN laminae. Most cortical cells showed evidence of mixed M and P input (K cells were then unknown, and the technique would have confounded K inputs with the others). Using a related method in
bushbaby, a primate with separate K-cell layers, Allison et
al.255 showed a similar mixing of M and P inputs on most
cortical cells outside layer 4, without the K-cell confound.
Thus the physiological evidence provides little support for
the idea of functional segregation by LGN input type and
cortical layer once signals have entered the cortical circuit.
More attention has been paid to the expression of functional specialization within the two-dimensional map of
the visual field represented on the cortical surface. The
impetus to this was the discovery256,257 that V1 contains
regularly spaced regions (puffs, blobs) that are particularly reactive for the metabolic enzyme cytochrome oxidase. Early work to explore the physiology of neurons in
blobs258 found a concentration of color-opponent cells
within them. Ts’o and Gilbert found this too98 and also
that blobs occurred in two types containing red–green and
yellow–blue opponent cells (see also Landisman and
Ts’o259). Other single-unit studies69,260 have found no association between color opponency and blobs, and the distribution of LGN terminals of different types, and the
routes of their subsequent pathways within V1, does not
generally suggest much specialization. The P-dominant
layer 4c# projects substantially to the interblob
regions261,262 and perhaps also into blobs—different studies are not consistent here. M-dominant layer 4c" projects
both directly and indirectly (via layer 4b) to blobs and interblob regions.261,263
The one clear anatomical result in this domain is that
blobs are preferred targets of direct LGN projections from
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K cells.35,264 Although blobs probably receive disproportionately strong input from the K pathway, this implies
little about functional segregation because there is scant
evidence that K cells carry distinctive visual signals—and
the one exceptional group, the cells carrying S-cone signals, does not have a conspicuously periodic distribution
of terminals in layer 4a.38
Larger-scale mapping to explore functional specialization using either 2–deoxyglucose253 or optical imaging of
evoked activity265 also provides mixed evidence on specialization. Tootell et al. found that the greatest 2DG uptake in blobs resulted from chromatic or achromatic
modulation of low-spatial-frequency patterns; Landisman
and Ts’o found that the greatest differential activity
evoked by isoluminant versus achromatic stimuli occurred in regions that were broadly isomorphic with
blobs, although (as in the work of Tootell et al.) they found
that chromatically modulated stimuli also evoked activity
in interblob regions. Silverman et al.266 noted that the apparent association between blobs and color opponency
might well reflect a confound with a cortical mapping of
spatial frequency tuning: Neurons tuned to low frequencies, whether color preferring or not, tend to occur in
blobs. Moreover, they also have high contrast
sensitivity,267 implicating input from the M pathway. We
noted earlier (in Subsection 3.B.1, Space and Spatial Frequency Representation) that cells tuned to low spatial frequencies tend to be more broadly tuned than ones preferring higher frequencies. Since the contrast distribution in
natural images follows a 1 / f relationship,268 this broad
tuning means that, on average, low-frequency-preferring
cells in blobs would be more active than high-frequencypreferring cells outside them, leading to a greater local
metabolic demand. Since cytochrome oxidase is a metabolic enzyme, one would expect it to be up-regulated in
zones of higher metabolic activity.
Although the evidence for a special association between
color opponency and blobs seems generally weak, we cannot rule out the possibility that chromatically opponent
neurons occur in clusters within V1 (see, for example Dow
and Vautin269). But clustering by itself is not strong evidence for anatomical segregation or a functional pathway
because rich recurrent connectivity results in all receptive field properties being clustered in cortex. Clustering
of functional properties is expected as a solution to the
problem of representing multiple attributes of the image
on a two-dimensional map270 and seems often to be only
loosely connected with anatomy. The basic visuotopic organization and columnar architecture provide a highly
regular segregation of function at the level of a cortical
hypercolumn.271 Within a hypercolumn cortical inputs
and outputs are very precisely segregated by layer, and
intrinsic pathways seem to be precisely organized, yet
variations in the visual properties of single neurons
within a hypercolumn are usually modest and haphazard.
Two nearby cortical neurons, chosen at random, will tend
to respond to the same stimuli and to fire in a correlated
way, suggesting that free mixing of signals in cortex is the
rule rather than the exception.272 Subthreshold spontaneous activity is strongly correlated over very wide areas of
cortex and surprisingly long times,273,274 again suggesting
that neuronal activity patterns are not tightly confined to
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small domains. This makes it difficult to distinguish functionally important cortical populations on structural
grounds alone.

5. VISUAL ROLES OF NEURONS
To identify a particular neuronal population on functional
grounds is in some ways easy. One can test responses to
variations along a set of reasonably-chosen dimensions
and use the result to declare a neuron selective for some
dimensions and not others. By examining other neurons
from the same part of the brain, one can determine what
range of selectivities exist in the population of interest
and ask whether the population represents the dimension
in a comprehensive way. By this criterion, V1 cells represent virtually all relevant perceptual dimensions, as is fitting given V1’s role as vision’s gateway to the cortex. But
suppose we refine the question and ask what dimensions
V1 represents in a way that is useful for making perceptual decisions?
A convenient way to frame this is to ask: For what dimensions does a population of V1 cells give a response
that is invariant—that is, for what dimensions is neuronal selectivity independent of the value on other dimensions? Consider the problem of reading out activity from a
population of cells. Suppose that for V1 neurons the optimal orientation is independent of spatial frequency (it is).
To interrogate a population of such neurons about orientation, one could add up the activity of cells preferring a
single orientation but all spatial frequencies, because the
peak of the population activity will remain at the optimum (the strong form of this occurs when the two dimensions are separable, meaning that the joint tuning function is the product of the separate tunings). But now
suppose that the optimal color depends on spatial frequency (as it does for weakly opponent V1 cells). Now it is
not simple to determine color from the population activity
because a decoder must “look up” the spatial frequency to
use the tuning information for each element, and simply
adding activity will usually give an incorrect (or at best
imprecise) answer. In psychological experiments, many
pairs of dimensions are called separable, in the sense that
variations in one dimension do not affect discrimination
performance on the other; other pairs are integral and interfere with one another.275
So to return to our original quest for perceptually relevant representations in V1, we can ask: For which
perceptually-separable pairs of dimensions does V1 provide an invariant code? We cannot provide a comprehensive answer, but there are informative examples. For combinations of dimensions, such as position, orientation, and
spatial frequency, dimensions seem separable for all V1
cells, and the representation in V1 is the right one to consider for perceptual decision making.276 For combinations
involving color, only strongly opponent cells provide the
right kind of representation—for this to be useful the output of this subpopulation should probably be segregated
in some way. For yet other dimensions, such as the motion
of compound patterns like plaids, V1 does not contain an
invariant representation at all.146 In such cases, further
analysis of the output of V1 is required to compute a separable representation on which to base perceptual deci-
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sions. For this, we must look downstream, to the visual
areas of the extrastriate cortex.134
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